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INTRODUCTION

The H-Reflex can be defined as a reflex brief contraction of the calf muscle which is produced by an
electrical stimulation of Ia sensory fibers. When an Ia fiber of a muscle is stimulated to provoque the H-Reflex
and simultaneously the antagonist muscle is contracted isometrically there is a reciprocal inhibition of the HReflex which produce a decrease in its amplitud. This reciprocal inhibition is different in young and old adults
and its analysis can, in part, explain some differences in controlling the movement.

METHODOLOGY

Persons:
10 persons less than 20 years old
10 persons over 65 years old

Experimental Conditions:
_.The tibial nerve was stimulated to produce the H-Reflex on the
Soleus muscle.
_.1 ms electrical pulse was used.
_.The recording electro (EMG) was placed over the Soleus muscle
_.The stimulating electrodes are placed on the dorso-ventral axis
(stimulating behind the knee).
_.At first, 5 trials of maximal voluntary contraction are done on
the tibial anterior muscle.
_. Maximal H-wave (H-Reflex) is measured. 10 trials. Maximal Mwave is also recorded. (H-Reflex for Soleus muscle).
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_. By using an osciloscope the person sustained a Tibial Anterior
contraction at 10% of its maximal coluntary contraction and
simultaneuosly the electrical stimulation was given to produce the
the Soleus muscle. Same condition at 20% of its

H-Reflex of
maximal voluntary contraction.

RESULTS
See a more detailed information on the next pages.
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DISCUSSION

The data shows how the control H-Reflex is of higher amplitude in young adults and can be explained by
a better conexion of Ia fiber to the motoneurone pool. On the other hand when a 10 or 20% isometric
contraction is performed in the antagonist muscle whilw stimulating Ia fiber, the H-Reflex is bigger in old
adults. This leads to lower ratios of H/M in old adults. This means that young adults have more reciprocal
inhibition and, thus, they are more sensitive to antagonistic contractions and, thus, they have a more precise
information for controlling the movement.

This results might explain, partially, possible extra difficulties that “old adults” may have controlling
movements in which agonist muscles must contract while antagonist ones must maintain an isometric
contraction, in comparison to “young adults”. Less sensitivity of muscle spindle and golgi organs, some
problems on the Ia fibers when arrivint at the motoneuron pool (for example reduced % of conexions) andlost of
control of Renshall cells might be some of the neuromuscular factors that explain this problem in controlling
the movements.
In a more practical approach we could test this capacity of differential relaxing or tone control with skills
used in Phisical Education and Sport training. Much better if simultaneously to this segmentry tone control
skills we could measure parameters as the ones measured in this experiment. Moreover, for training this
segmentary tone control (differential relaxing) we should consider:
-Dynamic-Static positions and changes from dynamic to static.
-Skills that hyperstimultes differentially the Kinestesic system, the
Vestibular system and the Visual system.
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-Include this type of coordination skill within skills that emphasize the segmentary

tone control,

such as (Seirul-lo Vargas, F.):
-Local muscular contraction(or hypersontraction) and quick change to no

or little

contraction during maintaining a position.
-During global execution of a global skill of certain degre of difficulty,
introduce different areas of relaxation.
-Segmentary accelerations and deaccelerations during the execution of a

global

movement.
-Progressive change from a local movement to a global movement and
viceversa (differential tone).
-Execute and accelerated movement or a balistic ones and within the same

path

perform and undulating movement.
-Undulating movements.
-To let a movement incomplete and complete it with the homologe(other)
segment or with the following.
In summary we can emphasize the global or segmentary tone control.

For other applied skill of throwing or kicking we can introduce another classification of skills:
-Global tone control.
-Differential tone control (very important in development phases in which

there

are important changes in limbs)
-Constant tone control (variation of perceptions).
-Rapid tone control.
(1988)
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